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About This Game

Interstellar Marines is an immersive tactical sci-fi First Person Simulator in the making, offering a unique blend of tactical
gameplay, dynamic environments and non-scripted AI. Play Singleplayer or Co-op/PvP on servers around the world.

Interstellar Marines is inspired by movies such as Aliens, Starship Troopers and Saving Private Ryan; and games such as Half-
Life, Deus Ex, System Shock 2, and Rainbow Six 3: Raven Shield.

Interstellar Marines is all about evolving the FPS recipe with the inspirations we've assimilated since the birth of the genre. Our
goal is an evolutionary leap forward driven by our compulsive interest in science fiction, role-playing, military realism, and

respect for first person immersion.

Interstellar Warfare Initiative

It is the dawn of the 22nd century, a time of great hopes and expectations. The discovery of a new and inexhaustible well of
power known as Zero Point Energy has revolutionized space travel. Man has escaped the confines of Mother Earth, and gone on

to colonize the solar system.

But far away from public awareness an ambitious military project has already taken Man beyond the final frontier, and into the
regions of the stars. The powerful Interplanetary Treaty Organization, ITO, is secretly constructing the first human settlement in

another star system.
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You are a special forces soldier training to join the Interstellar Marines, a part of the secret Interstellar Warfare Initiative being
established to protect humanity against potential threats from the confines of the unknown universe.

It's time to evaluate the Interstellar Warfare Initiative and program evaluations are taking place at The Vault, ITO’s most
advanced military facility on Earth enclosed deep beneath Groom Lake, Nevada. Supervised by SARA, ITO’s central neural
network AI, SARA will program artificial weather and advanced combat training robots to test each warfare initiative to the

limits.

This is where the game begins ...

7 Singleplayer/Co-op Missions

Play 5 co-op and single-player missions against unscripted AI with dynamic environment effects or two pivotal missions inside
the Interstellar Marines universe, The NeuroGen Incident and Assault on Starcrown Aerospace. Play singleplayer or co-op with

up to three friends in intense action with more co-op and singleplayer missions to come!

Wargames (Sandbox Combat Arena)

Unique sandbox combat arena in the making. Wargames is played across 9 distinct interconnected environment zones allowing
64 players to join in the scavenge for combat points, playing alone or in co-op. We have a special Wargames Steam

Leaderboard which tracks Combat Points globally, monthly, and survivors of Wargames.

9 Unique Multiplayer Maps Across 3 Game Modes

Take your friends out in Deadlock, Deathmatch, and Team Deathmatch on maps featuring dynamic environment effects such as
time of day, rain, thunder and lightning, emergency lighting, fire alarms, moving platforms etc.

Realistic Simulation

With a physics-based dynamic character controller there are no floating hands, and you can even see your feet! The physically
present combat helmet has a HUD projected onto the visor and is affected by dust, rain, fogging, and damage. Aim down the

sight for the long shots and use the tactical laser to assist aim when hip firing, as there are no artificial crosshairs to break
immersion. Use the intuitive crouch and cover system; spacebar (default) peeks over cover, and looking down leans you forward

to see over ledges. You can also shoot out the lights and prowl in darkness, or use the tactical flashlight if you’re afraid of the
dark.

We hope you enjoy the game, and look forward to developing it with you as we progress through Early Access!

FOR THE LOVE OF THE GAME,
Your team at Zero Point Software
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Title: Interstellar Marines
Genre: Action, Indie, RPG, Simulation, Early Access
Developer:
Zero Point Software
Publisher:
Zero Point Software
Release Date: 2 Jul, 2013

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS:Windows XP SP3 or Windows Vista

Processor:2.4 GHz Dual Core

Memory:2 GB GB RAM

Graphics:Nvidia Geforce 8800 GT / ATI Radeon HD 4770

DirectX®:9.0c

Hard Drive:3 GB HD space

Sound:DirectX 9.0c Compatible*1 map, Neurogen Incident, temporarily requires 64-bit OS and 4 GB RAM until it is optimized

English
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this is one of 2 games that caused me to never waste my money on early access again

been to many years and still no land sharks.\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665poor excuse for coop
overly focused on graphics and immersion
over focus on multiplayer yet it still sucks
the list goes on. Everyone's saying the same things, this game has an (u n b e l i e v a b l y) high amount of potential, but its
managed to either lose parts of it in certain areas or improve upon that same potential without actually GIVING the community
anything really impressive to look at. I would've still played this game had there been on lean mechanics or a new engine, but
given us an actual coop with... y'know, LANDSHARKS. But its hype has just been lost into a death march of a developmental
roadmap. The speed at which the game is progressing at scares me, just how long does the game intend to make people wait for
more cooperative content? Why did they pull a fast one and put more effort into their multiplayer PVP environments? Now
with the engine update and minor features tweaked\/refined, will we be seeing less strenuous changes at a more common pace?
Nobody knows. And that's why the game suffers.

BUT: I somehow keep coming back to play it. The daunting tasks offered in both cooperative missions with the difficulties
chosen by the player or his team make for tense moments in this game. The somewhat repetitive but horrifyingly fast pace
enemies can make the first few slow stages of a mission feel dreadful. I just wish there were more opportunities to feel these
kinds of things in a cooperative environment instead of just sitting through the same 5 or so entertaining missions, and then the
less-than-satisfactory challenges which are simply an excuse to show off different lighting qualities of a map.. While this game
doesn't have allot of players it is still a very fun game to play.
Yes it is still in Early Access and it has being for years now but the developers are still working on this game with a recent
engine update more information here: https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=wtiOpE2LAYY

I personally think this game has allot of potential but i also agree with the community that the developers should develop more
active in order to let this project succeed.. The immersion and atmosphere of this game makes my
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 tighter than a jar of pickles

I can stone face through horror movies and horror games, but as soon as i get dazed by a flashlight stronger than the sun
followed by the pitter pat of metallic feeties my bunghole turns into a vacuum

Recommended experience. "Once, the Lord of Light banished Dark, and all that stemmed from humanity. And men assumed a
fleeting form. These are the roots of our world. Men are props on the stage of life, and no matter how tender, how exquisite... A
lie will remain a lie!". Abandoned. Stay away from these developers.. I don't really know still what entirely what this game is
about, but my playtime understood it either about to improve one's shooting skills or this is just a game about surviving Traning
robots. But what I do know about this game, It's totally worth it.
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There's something to be said about a game that has been in early access for over 5 years, but when the developers don't try the
game them selves to make sure it and all added components are useful and usable then it becomes a useless waste of space.. This
game is not finished and likely will take a few more years before it is however its not the state of the game i stand behind its the
idea. I cant find a game like this anywhere else. I would love it to be finished but i know it wont be any time soon. This games
has alot of potential for unique coop game play in the future even the limited coop it has is still fun but boring after a while.
However its still early access so i don't expect it to be polished or even playable for everyone. The game wont be finished
anytime soon so dont complain about it. This game was an idea several years ahead of anything like this. right now its mostly
just a training simulator for the marines until it gets more polished out. i cant wait for the day that the missions actually take
place with reall enemies and not bots but im content in waiting for the AI to be completed. id rather fight a challanging AI then
to fight an AI like segas mistake(Aliens Colonial marines). Almost full years between minor updates.

Recommend you not buy in early access, or ever as it seems this will never be completed.. I've followed this game since it was a
flash game on Kongregate. I've stuck with them so far just for the developers to quit and run. It is so sad to see what has come
of this game and I hope in the future it becomes the masterpiece it could have been.. Remember when Devolver Digital joked
about Earliest Access in their E3 presentation a few years back? This is that. Welcome to the eternal void where your money
sits. Doing nothing.. Game with amazing potential just needs more players AND regular updates PLEASE. BRING IT BACK
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